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801 INTRODUCTION

801.1 GENERAL

.1 Electrical projects are defined in Section 200. For Ministry funded projects the Ministry Project Manager will determine the delivery method. For developer projects the method of delivery and payment is up to the Developer.

.2 Electrical and/or Signing projects require Special Provisions and a Schedule of Approximate Quantities and Unit Prices.
801.2 GENERIC ELECTRICAL SPECIAL PROVISIONS

.1 Designers shall modify the generic electrical special provisions to suit the requirements of the project.

.2 The following generic electrical special provisions shall be used as a base for all Electrical and Signing contracts:

.1 Generic Electrical Special Provisions (refer to Appendix 800.1). Modify to suit.

.2 Generic Sign Special provisions (refer to Appendix 800.2). Modify to suit.

.3 The Schedule of Approximate Quantities and Unit Prices form should be used by designers to prepare the Class A Construction Estimate. Modify to suit project requirements. The template can be found at:

http://www.th.gov.bc.ca/forms/getForm.aspx?formId=768